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I have been blessed with many things in life and for that I’m so grateful. I’m grateful for my

loving family, my cozy home, my reliable car , the food we are able to eat. There are many

things in life that I give thanks for even though some days I overlook them. The more I think the

more things I come up with that I could be thankful for, My qualities as a person.

One quality I’m most grateful for is my persistence. I’m persistent in everything I do. If I want to

get something done it will get done no matter how long it takes. I’ve been through some rough

patches on my path to achieve my goals. Everyday there is a new reason to quit and as tempting

as it is some days I never do. I have goals to reach and dreams to achieve so I must stay

persistent. I get this quality from my dad, ever since I was young my dad instilled the mindset of

working through all hardships to get where I need to be. My dad works extremely hard and puts

his health to the side to be able to provide for me and my family. Seeing this since young

motivates me to do the same so that one day I may go farther than him. My persistentancy

benefits me because even though I have rough patches, in the end I’m successful and for that I’m

grateful

Another quality I have that I’m thankful for is my generosity. I try to be as generous as possible,

helping anyone I can that’s in need. Even if I can’t personally help them I’m more than happy to



refer them to someone who can. I get my generosity from my mom. I grew up in an environment

where everyone is generous , helping out whenever they can. My mom is no different; she goes

out her way for a person in need. I never understood why she did what she did as a kid but now

that I'm older I’m the same way. When you're genuine and generous you make people's day and

it puts a smile on my face. I’ve made so many friends by being generous and I’m grateful for it.

Another quality that I have that I’m grateful for is my responsibility. I stay on top of all my

responsibilities whether it be school or chores. I make sure I get it done. I take responsibility for

all my actions, good or bad no matter how hard it gets. This quality comes from my parents.

They taught me the importance of handling my responsibilities. The older I get the more

responsibilities I gain. Despite all these responsibilities that pile up I’m able to stay on top of all

of them. Living life irresponsible can lead to life altering mistakes and I’m grateful that I’m not

going down that path.

There are many qualities I’m thankful for but these are a few that I’m grateful for the most. If

you haven’t noticed, most of my qualities that I’m grateful for come from my parents. I am so

grateful to be blessed with loving parents that taught me the ways of life from young so that

when I’m older I don’t have to struggle.


